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Z-Axis Accommodative Rock           
Guide
Part Number: 710501, 710502, 710503

Purpose:

• To emphasize voluntary control over the focusing mechanism.

• To isolate the near-far transition to focus from upward/downward/lateral eye-tracking skills.

 O Note: The eye will need to move a bit in order to track through the stationary, distant Wall-chart.

Materials:

1. Transparent Near-card.

2. Matching Wall-Chart.

3. Occlusion Method: (a) translucent patch or (b) semi-occlude with a paddle/hand at 45 degrees (blocking central vision but preserving 
peripheral vision)

Procedure:

1. Partially occlude left eye; view chart with right eye.

2. STAND (or sit) about 10 feet from Wall-chart.

3. Hold the Near-card about 12” from the eye, directly between your eye and the Wall-chart.

4. Align the first 3 letters of the transparent Near-card with the first 3 letters of the Wall-chart. Near-card will appear blurry while focused 
for Wall-chart, and vice versa.

5. Read 3 letters on the Near-card, then the next 3 on the Wall-chart. Continue to switch focus every 3 letters.

6. IN ORDER TO MINIMIZE (X- and Y-AXIS) EYEBALL MOVEMENT: Keep moving the near card up (higher) and shift it L/R as you prog-
ress down and across the charts; this keeps the local area of the two charts in a single z-axis line.

7. Be sure to notice your control over the focus on BOTH charts: One set of letters clears while the other set blurs.

8. Increase the challenge by:

 a. bringing the Near-card closer after a few lines

 b. stepping farther from the Wall-chart -- on subsequent practice-sets.

 c. adding a metronome (e.g., refocusing every 4th beat, at 60 or 72 bpm)

9. Be sure to repeat for both eyes. It may be necessary to change your starting distance.

Helpful Hints:

• Alter which eye is done first between sittings, to observe whether fatigue is a factor.

• If the Wall-chart becomes too blurry, step forward until it is easily cleared. Then take a half-step back and try to relax the focus a bit 
more.

 O Try to imagine looking beyond the wall to help relax your focus even further.

 O Exhale when refocusing from near to far.

 O You may try placing the Wall-chart on a window, and looking beyond it to guide full focusing relaxation.

Guide and charts developed with Samantha Slotnick, OD, FAAO, FCOVD.


